
Business Intelligence – Notes – Sessions 1 to 10

Chapter 1: Session 1

Introduction to Business Intelligence

What is BI?

What is Business Intelligence? The most appropriate definition for BI is: ‘BI is the technology,
the applications and practices of which are deployed for the collection, integration, analysis, and
presentation of business data with the purpose of supporting better business decision-making.’

● Business Intelligence (BI) is a system that collect, integrates, analyses and
presents business information to support and facilitate better business decisions
making

● BI constitutesthe process to transform raw data into actionable insights which
help organizations to make better decisions

BI(Business Intelligence) converts raw data into meaningful information so that business actions
can be taken in order to get profits.It is a complete package of software and services so as to
transform data into actionable output.BI has a direct impact on organization's decisions at all
levels. BI supports fact-based decision making using historical data rather than assumptions and
gut feeling.BI tools perform data analysis and create reports, summaries, dashboards, maps,
graphs, and charts to provide users with detailed intelligence about the nature of the business.

Why is BI important?

● Measurement: creating KPI (Key Performance Indicators) based on historic data
● Identify and set benchmarks for varied processes
● With BI systems organizations can identify market trends and spot business problems that

need to be addressed
● BI helps on data visualization that enhances the data quality and thereby the quality of

decision making.
● BI systems can be used not just by enterprises but SME (Small and Medium Enterprises)

as well.

How are Business Intelligence systems implemented?

Here are the steps:

Step 1) Raw Data from corporate databases spread over multiple systems is extracted

Step 2) The data is cleaned and transformed into the data warehouse

Step 3) Using BI system the user can fire queries, request reports or conduct any other analysis.

Example of Business Intelligence System used in Practice
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In an Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) system information that could be fed into product
database could be

● add a product
● modify a product price

Correspondingly, in a Business Intelligence system query that would beexecuted for the product
subject area could be the addition of a new product(s) or change in product price to increase
revenues.
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Business Intelligence-Applications

How to Use Business Intelligence for Marketing Effectively?

Social media provides marketers with a lot of data these days, helping them to segment, interact,
and target customers. With the increase in the amount of data, the business use of social media
has increased multiple fold. However, to arrive at a suitable solution which is reliable and
quantifiable this data should be captured for further analysis and visualization. This is where the
BI reporting tool plays a vital role. It helps in analysing massive amount of data thereby
providing insights into patterns reflecting customer behaviour

These insights can then be used by the company to design better marketing campaigns, target the
right audience, and generate better revenue.

BI offers solutions that help in:

● Budgeting
● Planning actionable analytics
● Campaign planning
● Sales and marketing resource management
● Combining the data for use in existing business intelligence (BI) applications

According to a study at McKinsey Global Institute, data-driven companies are 23 times more
likely to acquire customers, 6 times likely to retain customers, and 19 times as likely to be
profitable as a result.

63% of marketing professionals say that big data/analytics functionality would be critical to
enhancing customer experience in their company.

BI for Sales and Distribution - Discover KPI Analytics; Redefine Accountability and
Decisions

To win and retain customers in today’s competitive business world, you must establish and
maintain a seamless buying process. Marketing, sales, and distribution must be in sync to satisfy
the customer requirement and provide products and services when the client is ready to buy, with
the appropriate product to meet their needs. BI for Sales solutions can satisfy the needs of every
organisation, no matter or large or small, with affordable, practical, simple solutions.

BI for Sales function helps the entire sales team to analyse results by product, SKU (Stock
Keeping Unit), customer, customer demographic, region, team and sales individual. Using an
intuitive, single view of data, the team can build a picture of sales, with data integrated from
other enterprise systems including purchasing, production, sales contact systems, spreadsheets
and other data sources. BI for Sales helps in monitoring and forecasting.
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Sample BI DashBoard

Sales overview dashboard gives users detailed insight into their sales metrics
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Introduction to basics

Download SAS University Edition

SAS University Edition is available for download at the URL SAS University Edition.

What is SAS?

SAS(Statistical Analysis System) is a command-driven statistical software suite widely used for
statistical data analysis and visualization. Its full form is Statistical Analysis Software. It allows
you to use qualitative techniques and processes which help you to enhance employee
productivity and business profits. SAS is also used for advanced analytics like business
intelligence, crime investigation, and predictive analysis. In SAS, data is extracted & categorized
which helps you to identify and analyze data patterns. It is a software suite which allows you to
perform advanced analysis, Business Intelligence, Predictive Analysis, data management to
operate effectively in the competitive & changing business conditions. Moreover, SAS is
platform independent which means you can run SAS on any operating system either Linux or
Windows.

SAS Features

● Easily access raw data files & data in from an external database
● Manage data using tools for data entry, editing retrieval, formatting & conversion
● Analyse using descriptive, multivariate methods, forecasting, linear programming
● Advanced analytics helps you to make changes and improvements in business practices
● Report formation with perfect graphs
● Operations research and project management, interaction with multiple host systems
● Data updating and modification
● Powerful data handling language and excellent data cleansing functions

Where is SAS used?

Industry Usage

Pharmaceutical Statistical Analysis, Reporting

Telecom ETL, Reporting, Data Mining, Forecasting

Financials ETL, Reporting, Data Mining, Financial research

Healthcare ETL, reporting, Data Mining
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SAS – Basic programming -Part 1

The SAS Programming involves first creating/reading the data sets into the memory
and then doing analysis on the data. We need to understand the flow in which a
program is written to achieve this.
4 major components of the SAS interface:

1. Code Tab
2. Log Tab
3. Library
4. Data Set

SAS INTERFACE [1]

Code Tab

The Code Tab is located in the middle part of your SAS Studio interface. It is the place where
you enter your programming code. 

Run/Submit Button

The submit button is located above the coding area. It looks like a running man icon. You can
click it to run your program.

Exercise

Enter the following code into the Code tab:
Data Test;
    a = 1;
Run;

Click the submit button to run the program.

SAS INTERFACE [2]

Log Tab

Once you click the submit button, your code will be executed. Now, click the Log tab located on
the right hand side of the Code Tab.The Log tab shows you whether or not there is any problem
with your code. 

Rule of thumb: your program is generally in good shape if the Log tab shows only the notes in
blue.

Exercise

Go back to the Code tab. Remove the semi-colon at the end of line 2. 
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You should have the following code in the Code tab:

Data Test;
    a = 1
Run;

Data Set[1]

Creating a Data Set

You can create a data set using a set of code called DATA Step. 

Example

Data Test;
    a = 1;
Run;

DATA Step is fairly simple. It starts with the syntax 'Data' and ends with 'Run'. Each line in SAS
ends with a semi-colon. You can create contents for the data set within the DATA Step. 

Now, run the Data Step from the example above.A variable called a is also created in the TEST
data set containing a single value of 1. 

Exercise
Create a data set that contains the following 3 variables:
Var1 = 123
Var2 = 356
Var3 = 923

Name the data set as Number.

SOLUTION:
Data Number;
Var1 = 123;
Var2 = 356;
Var3 = 923;
Run;

Data Set [2]

Creating Character Variables
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Unlike other programming languages such as R, Java or C++, there are only 2 types of variable
in SAS:
Numeric and Character
Creating a character variable is easy. You simply need to enclose them with a quotation mark. 
Either single quotation ('John') or double quotation ("John") works. 

Example
Data Test;
    Name = "John";
    Class = "Mathematics";
Run;

This DATA Step will create two character variables: Name and Class. They both contain
character values.

Exercise
Create a data set that contains the following variables:

Restaurant: Burger King
NumEmploy: 5
Location: Toronto

Name the data set as Food. 

SOLUTION:
Data Food;
Restaurant = "Burger King";
NumEmploy = 5;
Location = "Toronto";
Run;

Data Set [3]

Creating Multiple Observations

The majority of the SAS data sets contain multiple observations.

In order to create a data set that contains more than 1 observation, you need the Input and
Datalines statements. 

Input and Datalines Statement
Example

Data Test;
    Input a b c;
    Datalines;
    1 3 4
    2 7 9
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    12 444 123
    ;
Run;

(1) Input Statement
The Input statement lists the variables to be created.
In our example, the Input statement tells SAS to create 3 variables: a, b and c
(2) Datalines
Datalines statement signals SAS to begin reading the data on the next line.
Together with these statements, you can create a data set with multiple observations. 

Data Set [4]

Creating Character Variables II
Creating character variables in SAS generally requires a little more attention. 
When using the Input statement, SAS assumes all of the variables to be numeric (unless specified
otherwise). 

Example
Data Test;
    Input Name Gender Age;
    Datalines;
    John Male 31
    Mary Female 22
    Mark Male 45
    ;
Run;
The dollar sign ($) tells SAS to create NAME and GENDER as character variables.

Exercise
Create a data set that contains the following variables:Name the data set as PROFILE. 

SOLUTION:
Data Profile;
Input PAT_ID $ Enrol $ BScore;
Datalines;
P001 Yes 99
P002 Yes 101
P003 No 125
;
Run;
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SAS – Basic programming -Part 2
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SAS Program Structure

ThefollowingdiagramshowsthestepstobewritteninthegivensequencetocreateaSAS
Program.

Every SAS program must have all these steps to complete reading the input data,
analyzing the data and giving the output of the analysis. Also the RUN statement at
the end of each step. This is required to complete the execution of that step.
DATAStep

This step involves loading the required data set into SAS memory and identifying
the variables (also called columns) of the data set. It also captures the records (also
called observations or subjects). The following is the syntax for the DATA
statement.

Syntax

Example

Thefollowingexampleshowsasimplecaseofnamingthedataset,definingthevariables,
creating new variables and entering the data. Here the string variables have a $ at the
end and numeric values are withoutit.

DATA EMPDATA;
INPUT ID NAME $ SALARY DEPARTMENT $;
LABEL ID = 'Employee ID';
DATALINES;
1 Rick 623.3 IT
2 Dan 515.2 Operations
3 Michelle 611 IT
4 Ryan 729 HR
5 Gary 843.25 Finance
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6 Nina 578 IT
7 Simon 632.8 Operations
8 Guru 722.5 Finance
;
RUN;

PROC Step

This step involves invoking a SAS built-in procedure to analyze the data.

Syntax

Example

The following example shows how to use the MEANS procedure to print the mean
values of the numeric variables in the data set.

The OUTPUT Step
The data from the data sets can be displayed with conditional output statements.
Syntax

SAS - Sort Data Sets

Data sets in SAS can be sorted on any of the variables present in them. This helps both in data
analysis and performing other options like merging etc. Sorting can happen on any single
variable as well as multiple variables. The SAS procedure used to carry out the sorting in SAS
data set is named PROC SORT. The result after sorting is stored in a new data set and the
original data set remains unchanged.

Syntax

The basic syntax for sort operation in data set in SAS is

PROC SORT DATA = original dataset OUT = Sorted dataset;
BY variable name;
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Following is the description of the parameters used −

● variable name is the column name on which the sorting happens.

● Original dataset is the dataset name to be sorted.

● Sorted dataset is the dataset name after it is sorted.

Example

Let's consider the following SAS data set containing the employee details of an organization.
We can sort the data set on salary by using the code given below.
DATA Employee;
INPUT empid name $ salary DEPT $ ;
DATALINES;
1 Rhyan 6200 IT
2 Ram 5500 OPS
3 Mike 9800 IT
4 Ryan 7200   HR
5 Gary 8400   FIN
6 Tusar 5780   IT
7 Pranab 6320 OPS
8 Rasmi 7220  FIN
;
RUN;
PROC SORT DATA = Employee OUT = Sorted_sal ;

BY salary;
RUN ;
PROC PRINT DATA = Sorted_sal;
RUN ;
SAS - Merge Data Sets

Multiple SAS data sets can be merged based on a specific common variable to give a single data
set. This is done using the MERGE statement and BY statement. It is because the variables
form both data sets get merged as one record based when there is a match in the value of the
common variable.There are two Prerequisites for merging data sets given below −

● input data sets must have at least one common variable to merge on.
● input data sets must be sorted by the common variable(s) that will be used to merge on.

The basic syntax for MERGE and BY statement in SAS is −

MERGE Data-Set 1 Data-Set 2
BY Common Variable

Following is the description of the parameters used −

● Data-set1,Data-set2 are data set names written one after another.

● Common Variable is the variable based on whose matching values the data sets will be
merged.

Data Merging
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Let us understand data merging with the help of an example.

Example

Consider two SAS data sets one containing the employee ID with name and salary and another
containing employee ID with employee ID and department. In this case to get the complete
information for each employee we can merge these two data sets. The final data set will still
have one observation per employee but it will contain both the salary and department variables.
DATA SALARY;
INPUT empid name $ salary  ;
DATALINES;
1 Rick 6200
2 Dan 5150
3 Mike 6110
4 Ryan 7200
5 Gary 8430
6 Tusar 5780
7 Pranab 6300
8 Rasmi 7200
;
RUN;
DATA DEPT;

INPUT empid DEPT $ ;
DATALINES;
1 IT
2 OPS
3 IT
4 HR
5 FIN
6 IT
7 OPS
8 FIN
;
RUN;
DATA All_details;
MERGE SALARY DEPT;
BY empid;
RUN;
PROC PRINT DATA = All_details;
RUN;
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SAS – SQL Create, Read

SAS – SQL
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SAS offers extensive support to most of the popular relational databases by using SQL queries
inside SAS programs. Most of the ANSI SQL syntax is supported. The procedure PROC
SQL is used to process the SQL statements. This procedure can not only give back the result of
an SQL query, it can also create SAS tables & variables. The example of all these scenarios is
described below.

Syntax

The basic syntax for using PROC SQL in SAS is −

PROC SQL;
SELECT Columns
FROM TABLE
WHERE Columns
GROUP BY Columns
;
QUIT;

Following is the description of the parameters used −

● the SQL query is written below the PROC SQL statement followed by the QUIT
statement.

Below we will see how this SAS procedure can be used for the CRUD (Create, Read, Update
and Delete)operations in SQL.

SQL Create Operation

Using SQL, we can create new data set form raw data. In the below example, first we declare a
data set named TEMP containing the raw data. Then we write a SQL query to create a table
from the variables of this data set.

SQL Read Operation

The Read operation in SQL involves writing SQL SELECT queries to read the data from the
tables. In The below program queries the SAS data set named CARS available in the library
SASHELP. The query fetches some of the columns of the data set.

PROC SQL;
SELECT make,model,type,invoice,horsepower
FROM
SASHELP.CARS
;
QUIT;
SQL SELECT with WHERE Clause

The below program queries the CARS data set with a where clause. In the result we get only the
observation which have make as 'Audi' and type as 'Sports'.

PROC SQL;
SELECT make,model,type,invoice,horsepower
FROM
SASHELP.CARS
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Where make = 'Audi'
and Type = 'Sports'
;
QUIT;
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SAS – SQL Update and Delete operations

SQL UPDATE Operation

We can update the SAS table using the SQL Update statement. Below we first create a new
table named EMPLOYEES2 and then update it using the SQL UPDATE statement.

DATA TEMP;
INPUT ID NAME $ SALARY DEPARTMENT $;
DATALINES;
1 Rick 6200 IT
2 Dan 5150 Operations
3 Michelle 6110 IT
4 Ryan 7290 HR
5 Gary 8430 Finance
6 Nina 5780 IT
7 Simon 6320 Operations
8 Guru 7200 Finance
;
RUN;

PROC SQL;
CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEES2 AS
SELECT ID as EMPID,
Name as EMPNAME ,
SALARY as SALARY,
DEPARTMENT as DEPT,
SALARY*0.25 as COMMISION
FROM TEMP;
QUIT;

PROC SQL;
UPDATE EMPLOYEES2

SET SALARY = SALARY*1.25;
QUIT;

PROC PRINT data = EMPLOYEES2;
RUN;

SQL DELETE Operation

The delete operation in SQL involves removing certain values from the table using the SQL
DELETE statement. We continue to use the data from the above example and delete the rows
from the table in which the salary of the employees is greater than 8000.

PROC SQL;
DELETE FROM EMPLOYEES2
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WHERE SALARY > 8000;
QUIT;

PROC PRINT data = EMPLOYEES2;
RUN;
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SAS- Concatenate, Appending files and Interleave Data sets

SAS - Concatenate Data Sets

Multiple SAS data sets can be concatenated to give a single data set using the SET statement.
The total number of observations in the concatenated data set is the sum of the number of
observations in the original data sets. The order of observations is sequential. All observations
from the first data set are followed by all observations from the second data set, and so on.

Ideally all the combining data sets have same variables, but in case they have different number
of variables, then in the result all the variables appear, with missing values for the smaller data
set.

Syntax

The basic syntax for SET statement in SAS is −

SET data-set 1 data-set 2 data-set 3.....;

Following is the description of the parameters used −

● data-set1,data-set2 are dataset names written one after another.

Example

Consider the employee data of an organization which is available in two different data sets, one
for the IT department and another for Non-It department. To get the complete details of all the
employees we concatenate both the data sets using the SET statement shown as below.

DATA ITDEPT;
INPUT empid name $ salary  ;
DATALINES;
1 Rick 6230
3 Mike 7500
6 Tusar 8000
;
RUN;
DATA NON_ITDEPT;

INPUT empid name $ salary  ;
DATALINES;
2 Dan 5500
4 Ryan 7290
5 Gary 8400
7 Pranab 6900
8 Rasmi 8500
RUN;
DATA All_Dept;
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SET ITDEPT NON_ITDEPT;
RUN;
PROC PRINT DATA = All_Dept;
RUN;
Scenarios

When we have many variations in the data sets for concatenation, the result of variables can
differ but the total number of observations in the concatenated data set is always the sum of the
observations in each data set. We will consider below many scenarios on this variation.

Different number of variables

If one of the original data set has more number of variables then another, then the data sets still
get combined but in the smaller data set those variables appear as missing.

Example

In below example the first data set has an extra variable named DOJ. In the result the value of
DOJ for second data set will appear as missing.

DATA ITDEPT;
INPUT empid name $ salary DOJ date9.;
FORMAT DOJ DATE9.;
DATALINES;
1 Rick 6230 02APR2001
3 Mike 7500 21OCT2000
6 Tusar 8000 01MAR2009
;
RUN;
DATA NON_ITDEPT;

INPUT empid name $ salary  ;
DATALINES;
2 Dan 5500
4 Ryan 7290
5 Gary 8400
7 Pranab 6900
8 Rasmi 8500
RUN;
DATA All_Dept;

SET ITDEPT NON_ITDEPT;
RUN;
PROC PRINT DATA = All_Dept;
RUN;

Different variable name
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In this scenario the data sets have same number of variables but a variable name differs between
them. In that case a normal concatenation will produce all the variables in the result set and
giving missing results for the two variables which differ. While we may not change the variable
name in the original data sets we can apply the RENAME function in the concatenated data set
we create. That will produce the same result as a normal concatenation but of course with one
new variable name in place of two different variable names present in the original data set.

Example

In the below example data set ITDEPT has the variable name ename whereas the data
set NON_ITDEPT has the variable name empname. But both of these variables represent the
same type(character). We apply the RENAME function in the SET statement as shown below.

DATA ITDEPT;
INPUT empidename $ salary ;
DATALINES;
1 Rick 6230
3 Mike 7500
6 Tusar 8000
;
RUN;
DATA NON_ITDEPT;

INPUT empidempname $ salary  ;
DATALINES;
2 Dan 5500
4 Ryan 7290
5 Gary 8400
7 Pranab 6900
8 Rasmi 8500
RUN;
DATA All_Dept;

SET ITDEPT(RENAME =(ename = Employee) ) NON_ITDEPT(RENAME =(empname =
Employee) );
RUN;
PROC PRINT DATA = All_Dept;
RUN;
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Statistical functions using SAS programming

SAS - Arithmetic Mean

The arithmetic mean is the value obtained by summing value of numeric variables and then
dividing the sum with the number of variables. It is also called Average. In SAS arithmetic
mean is calculated using PROC MEANS. Using this SAS procedure, we can find the mean of
all variables or some variables of a dataset. We can also form groups and find mean of variables
of values specific to that group.

Syntax

The basic syntax for calculating arithmetic mean in SAS is −

PROC MEANS DATA = DATASET;
CLASS Variables;
VAR Variables;

Following is the description of parameters used −

● DATASET − is the name of the dataset used.

● Variables − are the name of the variable from the dataset.

Mean of a Dataset

The mean of each of the numeric variable in a dataset is calculated by using the PROC by
supplying only the dataset name without any variables.

Example

In the below example we find the mean of all the numeric variables in the SAS dataset named
CARS. We specify the maximum digits after decimal place to be 2 and also find the sum of
those variables.

PROC MEANS DATA = sashelp.CARS Mean SUM MAXDEC=2;
RUN;

Mean of Select Variables

We can get the mean of some of the variables by supplying their names in the var option.

Example

In the below we calculate the mean of three variables.

PROC MEANS DATA = sashelp.CARS mean SUM MAXDEC=2 ;
var horsepower invoice EngineSize;
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RUN;

When the above code is executed, we get the following output −

Mean by Class

We can find the mean of the numeric variables by organizing them to groups by using some
other variables.

Example

In the example below we find the mean of the variable horsepower for each type under each
make of the car.

PROC MEANS DATA = sashelp.CARS mean SUM MAXDEC=2;
class make type;
var horsepower;
RUN;

SAS - Standard Deviation

Standard deviation (SD) is a measure of how varied is the data in a data set. Mathematically it
measures how distant or close are each value to the mean value of a data set. A standard
deviation value close to 0 indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the mean of the
data set and a high standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a wider
range of values

In SAS the SD values is measured using PROC MEAN as well as PROC SURVEYMEANS.

Using PROC MEANS

To measure the SD using proc means we choose the STD option in the PROC step. It brings
out the SD values for each numeric variable present in the data set.

Syntax

The basic syntax for calculating standard deviation in SAS is −

PROC means DATA = dataset STD;

Following is the description of the parameters used −

● Dataset − is the name of the dataset.

Example

PROC SQL;
create table CARS1 as
SELECT make, type, invoice, horsepower, length, weight

FROM
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SASHELP.CARS
WHERE make in ('Audi','BMW')

;
RUN;

proc means data = CARS1 STD;
run;
SAS - Frequency Distributions

A frequency distribution is a table showing the frequency of the data points in a data set. Each
entry in the table contains the frequency or count of the occurrences of values within a
particular group or interval, and in this way, the table summarizes the distribution of values in
the sample.

SAS provides a procedure called PROC FREQ to calculate the frequency distribution of data
points in a data set.

Syntax

The basic syntax for calculating frequency distribution in SAS is −

PROC FREQ DATA = Dataset ;
TABLES Variable_1 ;
BY Variable_2 ;

Following is the description of the parameters used −

● Dataset is the name of the dataset.

● Variables_1 is the variable names of the dataset whose frequency distribution needs to
be calculated.

● Variables_2 is the variables which categorised the frequency distribution result.

Single Variable Frequency Distribution

We can determine the frequency distribution of a single variable by using PROC FREQ. In this
case the result will show the frequency of each value of the variable. The result also shows the
percentage distribution, cumulative frequency and cumulative percentage.

Example

In the below example we find the frequency distribution of the variable horsepower for the
dataset named CARS1 which is created form the library SASHELP.CARS. We can see the
result divided into two categories of results. One for each make of the car.

PROC SQL;
create table CARS1 as
SELECT make, model, type, invoice, horsepower, length, weight

FROM
SASHELP.CARS
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WHERE make in ('Audi','BMW')
;
RUN;

proc FREQ data = CARS1 ;
tables horsepower;
by make;
run;
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Advanced Statistical functions using SAS programming

SAS - Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis deals with relationships among variables. The correlation coefficient is a
measure of linear association between two variables.Values of the correlation coefficient are
always between -1 and +1. SAS provides the procedure PROC CORR to find the correlation
coefficients between a pair of variables in a dataset.

Syntax

The basic syntax for applying PROC CORR in SAS is −

PROC CORR DATA = dataset options;
VAR variable;

Following is the description of the parameters used −

● Dataset is the name of the dataset.

● Options is the additional option with procedure like plotting a matrix etc.

● Variable is the variable name of the dataset used in finding the correlation.

Example

Correlation coefficients between a pair of variables available in a dataset can be obtained by use
their names in the VAR statement.In the below example we use the dataset CARS1 and get the
result showing the correlation coefficients between horsepower and weight.

PROC SQL;
create table CARS1 as
SELECT invoice, horsepower, length, weight

FROM
SASHELP.CARS
WHERE make in ('Audi','BMW')

;
RUN;

proccorr data = cars1;
VAR horsepower weight;
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BY make;
run;

Correlation Between All Variables

Correlation coefficients between all the variables available in a dataset can be obtained by
simply applying the procedure with the dataset name.

Example

In the below example we use the dataset CARS1 and get the result showing the correlation
coefficients between each pair of the variables.

proccorr data = cars1 ;
run;

Correlation Matrix

We can obtain a scatterplot matrix between the variables by choosing the option to plot matrix
in the PROC statement.

SAS - Linear Regression

Linear Regression is used to identify the relationship between a dependent variable and one or
more independent variables. A model of the relationship is proposed, and estimates of the
parameter values are used to develop an estimated regression equation.

Various tests are then used to determine if the model is satisfactory. If it is then, the estimated
regression equation can be used to predict the value of the dependent variable given values for
the independent variables. In SAS the procedure PROC REG is used to find the linear
regression model between two variables.

Syntax

The basic syntax for applying PROC REG in SAS is −

PROC REG DATA = dataset;
MODEL variable_1 = variable_2;

Following is the description of the parameters used −

● Dataset is the name of the dataset.

● variable_1 and variable_2 are the variable names of the dataset used in finding the
correlation.

Example
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The below example shows the process to find the correlation between the two variables
horsepower and weight of a car by using PROC REG. In the result we see the intercept values
which can be used to form the regression equation.

PROC SQL;
create table CARS1 as
SELECT invoice, horsepower, length, weight

FROM
SASHELP.CARS
WHERE make in ('Audi','BMW')

;
RUN;
procreg data = cars1;
model horsepower = weight;
run;
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